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Methodological implications in FL teaching 
(Shetzer & Warshauer 2000; Cassany 2002, 2010; Royce 2002; Kaltenbacher 2004; Jewit 2005)
Aims & Theoretical Motivation





1. How the multimodal potential of discourse making in 
Mahara is exploited.
2. Reflecting on the process of learning English as a FL 
through words and image.
Ability to acquire digital communicative competence 
(DCC) in digital environments
Theoretical Framework
 Multimodal discourse syncretism (Kress, Van Leeuwen, 2010; 
Bateman, 2008; Hippala, 2015)
 Syntax, semantics (denotative vs. connotative), 
multimodal semiotics (Nöth, 2001)
 Building one’s identity as an EFL learner through
images
 motivation
 language learning and use experiences
 sociocultural environment





















































































Interaction verbal and visual 
language: narration
Metaphors: Theoretical Framework
“Ideation is essentially the formation of a mental image, a 
conceptual model or a theory, about some phenomenon. 
The image one forms is typically a metaphorical or 
analogical extension of some other image arising from 
one's experience of some other phenomenon, or a 





 Dynamic process (thoughts, reflection)
 Influenced by personal experiences
According to Ellis (2001), metaphors reflect 
(learners’) belief systems and channel and 
constrain thought.
Metaphors: Theoretical Framework
Learners metaphors (Ellis 2001, 2002 – N=6):
N Journey Puzzle / Problem-
solving
Suffering Struggling (Hard) work
1 √ √ √ √ √
2 √ √ √ √ √
3 √ √ √
4 √ √ √ √ √
5 √ √ √ √ √
6 √ √ √ √
Total 61 22 14 10 18
Metaphors: Theoretical Framework
Learners metaphors (Ellis 2001, 2002 – N=6):
Central notions of learners’ diaries (UK – German FL)
Painful experience, various kinds of suffering
Requiring long-term effort to overcome problems
Task requiring considerable intellectual activity
Metaphors: Theoretical Framework
• Images and metaphors in order of frequency (Farjami, 
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Exploration
Sports & physical activity





















• 26 freshman students of Media Studies 
• Between 18-21 years of age
• Presumably interested in audiovisual  communication
• Different types of motivation towards English learning
• First time doing an English portfolio
• Proficiency level between A2 and C1 according to the 


































• Students receive three training sessions on multimodal 
syncretism, hypertextuality and meaning-making through 
images, including  visual metaphors related to FL 
learning, at the beginning of the course.
• Students are shown just a few captioned images as 
examples from previous years. 
• Students are encouraged to express their feelings 
towards English metaphorically to aim at the highest 
grade, as shown in the rubric provided, that is, avoiding 

















Location of compulsory static images
Results
Objective related to meaning-making through different synchronous 
modes:
To explore the students’ use of the potential of representation and communication 
of each mode beyond literal meaning.
Results
Themes emerging from learners’ captioned images and 
metaphors about their relationship with EFL in order of 
frequency (categories adapted from Farjami, 2014). 
Many concepts and captioned images include both 
affect and cognition dimensions and some can be 
included in more than one category as they deal with 
more than one theme. 
Results 1st View
• Journey (literal) - 7
Results 1st View
• Music - 6
Results 1st View
• Communication bridge - 6
Results 1st View
• Fight/Effort/Sufferer - 3
Results 1st View
• Journey (metaphorical) - 3
Results 1st View
• Friendship and emotional satisfaction – 3 
Results 1st View
• Problem-solving - 2
Results 1st View
• Advantages and opportunities - 2
Results 1st View
• Personal growth / Identity renewal - 1
Results 1st View
• Fun and entertainment - 1
Results 1st View
• Search for meaning in life - 1
Results 1st View
• Film - 1
Results 1st View
• Construction work  - 1
Results 1st View
• Exploration - 1










View 1 View 2




















View 1 View 2










View 1 View 2










View 1 View 2
Results: Metaphors 1st vs 2nd View







Discussion & FL Teaching Implications
• Useful task to raise awareness of one’s motivations, attitudes, 
and possible fears towards EFL learning.
• Metaphors become more such as time goes by.
• Results show more specific/personal exemplifications/ 
explanations in the second image.
• Difficulty in expressing oneself metaphorically and need to 
resort to descriptive, denotative, redundant language. 
• Captions extremely helpful to understand metaphors and cover 
further LL aspects  same image, different meaning
Discussion & FL Teaching Implications
• Metaphors seem to be both culture- and FL- bound: Farjami
(2014) (Iran - English) vs Ellis (2001, 2002) (UK – German) 
vs present results (Spain – English)
• Only 50% change their view on EFL learning experience 
through metaphors (constraint)  Change in ideations, not 
so much in beliefs (more time needed?
• Portfolios as a useful tool for reflection and meeting 
learners’ needs while hopefully enjoying one’s FL learning 
experience and making it meaningful. 
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